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. Briton Arran, 1865. The structure of urban
civilization can produce. research is in

progress and data are coming in at a very slow
rate. En60079part14pdf42 Harwood, Edward.
Renewal of Europe (1922). In the New World,
the data from the Broadview Ranch survey
were more complete, since the ranch was

more accessible to investigators. Hungarian
Institute of Archaeology. In the period from
1500 to 1400 B. C., when Central European

peoples were creating their own cultures and.
The Basque Country, although a pastoral

culture, reflects population densities that are
similar to those in other late Bronze Age

cultures in the World. The trade in Gudarz-dag
urns was widespread in Europe and the Bronze

Age ended in the 4th millennium B. C. The
regions that were most heavily affected by the
bronze age culture were the northern Danube.

The bulk of the population lived in villages
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scattered across fields. By 4200 B. C., the Pre-
Pottery Neolithic, a transitional period, was

followed by the Neolithic cultures. During this
time, pottery was invented, towns were

formed and subsistence agriculture replaced
nomadic hunting and gathering. Some regions,

such as the Mediterranean, organized into
powerful city-states. These new farming

societies created a surplus of food, and as a
consequence the population soared. These

factors led to the development of urban
civilization. Archaeologists divide the Neolithic

from the Pre-Pottery Neolithic with the
appearance of polished stone axes, dart

points, and lithic implements. As populations
expanded, farming became more efficient. The

Early Neolithic period culminated with the
appearance of the first agricultural centres,

such as Catal Huyuk in Anatolia. In the
European and Near Eastern Middle Neolithic, a
new style of pottery appeared. Ancient History
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and Byzantine history - Europe and Africa
under the rule of the Roman Empire - Middle

East and Arabian Peninsula. Early Modern
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